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Project Monitoring Officers Bahaal, Ali Anis and Anum Anis conducted a field
monitoring visit in the districts of Dera Ghazi Khan and Rajanpur from the 1st till
the 4th of February 2011. The purpose of this visit was to observe the activities
taking place in relation to the Bahaal Project. These activities included meetings
with NRSP District Project Officers of DG Khan and Rajanpur, post distribution
verification of beneficiaries, interviews with beneficiaries for preparation of case
studies (regarding the utility of items provided through the Bahaal project) and
inspection of warehouse to monitor the specification of items received and to be
distributed.

Dera Ghazi Khan 2nd February 2011:
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1. Name of Monitor / Observer:

Ali Anis, AnumAnis

2. Designation Monitor / Observer:

Project Monitoring Officers

5. Visit Date:

2 February 2011

6. Name of RSP

NRSP

7. Name of District:

DG Khan

8. Name of Tehsil:

DG Khan
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The flood affected residents of Union Councils Jakar Imam Shah and
Ghousabad in DG Khan District are the proposed beneficiaries of USAID Bahaal
Project. These UCs are located on the embankment of River Indus in the
Southern Punjab region and therefore suffered immensely due to floods. The
Bahaal Project was commenced in these UCs in November 2010 and in its initial
phase three items comprising of Hygiene Kits, Animal Feed Supplement (Vanda)
and Emergency Shelter were to be handed out to the deserving households. The
deadline for their distribution was January 2011.
Meeting with NRSP DG Khan Staff:
U

Upon our visit we held a meeting with DPO ZareenaBaloch and PMO- MER
Adnan Hussain. In this meeting they briefed us on the progress made in the
implementation of the Bahaal Project since the last visit by RSPN Project
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Monitoring Officers which transpired in the first week of January 2011. All aspects
that came under the jurisdiction of the project came under discussion. These
mainly consisted of assessment and design of transitional shelters as well as
identification of handpumps and hygiene training of CRPs. In addition,
procurement, assessment and distribution of NFIs and problems associated with
MIS were also matters on which a significant time of the meeting was spent on.
We were informed that NRSP has distributed their assigned quota for
Hygiene Kits, Emergency Shelter and Animal Feed Supplement to a total of 3656
assessedhouseholds. This in total benefitted a total population of 24,060
beneficiaries. A minimum of 1219 households received at least one of the three
items. The validity of these claims was verified later in the day when we visited
some of these households during our field visit to the Union Council Jhakar Imam
Shah.
After the detailed discussion on the distributed items, the focus of the
meeting shifted to the procurement, assessment and distribution of NFIs. It was
communicated to us that the selection of beneficiaries had been completed. Of
the three items included in the NFI kit namely mattresses, quilts and pillows the
delivery of 3545 out of the targeted 3657 mattresses and 2600 out of the
targeted 3657 quilts have been received. These received items had been kept in
the NRSP warehouse which we later visited. We were told that the remaining
items which included a few hundred mattresses and quilts as well as the entire
stock of pillows had been dispatched by the supplier and will be received shortly
by the warehouse. It was also mentioned that the distribution of NFIs will be
finished tentatively before the 10th of February 2011 once all items have been
received. Although this distribution might be a little late in the sense that the
worst of the winters in these areas is over but given that these areas are located
right on the banks of river Indus, the mercury tends to stay on the lower side
especially during the nights and therefore, these items still will be very beneficial.
Moving on from NFIs to hand pumps, we were told that not only the
locations for their installation had been chalked out and the beneficiaries
assessed but also as many as 10 hand pumps have seen the commencement of
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their installation. Furthermore, the progress on MIS was satisfactory as most of
the data had been incorporated in excel and just needed to be transferred to the
MIS software. Moreover, the training of CRPs by Social Mobilizers had been
completed on the 29th and 30th of January 2011. After receiving their training, the
CRPs were expected to end their community sessions by the 10th of February.
The meeting saw its closure with a lengthy discussion on design and
beneficiary assessment of Transitional Shelter. We were informed that the
transitional shelter will be built according to the approved design not only in the
Bahaal Project designated UCs but also in other adjoining severely affected UCs.
NRSP team had been making frequent field visits in all these areas to identify the
most needy in accordance with the beneficiary assessment criterion set by RSPN.
Furthermore, the hiring of additional field engineer who will assist the
beneficiaries through the initiation and construction phase of transitional shelter
was in process and we were informed that he will be hired before the end of this
month.
Progress Chart:
S.#
1
2
3

4

5
S.#
6
S.#

Unit of
Measure

Units

Procured/
Received

Distributed

Beneficiary
Population

Percentage
Completed

Bag

2

2,336

2,336

2,336

7,685

100%

Number

1

1,168

1,168

1,168

7,685

100%

Mattresses

Number

3

3,504

529

0

0

0%

Pillows

Number

3

3,504

0

0

0

0%

Quilts

Number

3

3,504

1,429

0

0

0%

Jerry Can

Number

1

1,168

1,168

0

0

0%

WPT

Number

200

1,168

1,168

0

0

0%

Number

1

1,168

1,168

1,168

7,658

100%

Activity
Animal Feed
Supplement
Emergency Shelter
Kits
NFIs

Target
Units

Water Kits

Hygiene Kits*

HHs
trained

Activity
Hygiene Training
Activity

Number
of HHs
trained

1,168
Units

HHs

Population
Trained
0

Approved

0

0%

Initiated
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Hand Pumps
(Units)

Number

117

1,170

117

0

0

0%

As the table shows the distribution of emergency shelters, animal food
supplement and hygiene kits are 100% complete. We were told that the
procurement of NFIs will be completed before 7th February 2011 and their
distribution will not go beyond 10th February of 2011. Moreover, hand pump
installation has been delayed a little because its design has not been approved by
the DG Khan team as of yet. The distribution of water purification tablets and
jerry cans will occur right after the installation of the hand pumps.
Field Visit to Union Council Jakar Imam Shah:
After this meeting, Adnan Hussain accompanied us to a field visit. Due to
the security situation we were able to visit only one UC Jakar Imam Shah. This UC
was located in ‘Kacha’ area on the left bank of river Indus. The severity of the
disaster in this UC could be seen for miles. Huge patches of agricultural land on
both sides of the uncarpeted road that leads one through Jakar Imam Shah were
covered with layers of sand that made it totally unsuitable for cultivation.

Collapsed embankment resulting in water
standing over agricultural land even 6
months after the floods

Acres of agricultural land covered in sand
making it redundant for cultivation

Village KehalBasti:
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In this UC we randomly selected households from three different villages
and generally discussed the situation from this household in their respective
villages after their lands had been flooded. People gave us an overview of how
things had shaped since the onset of the floods and how Bahaal had assisted
them in their recovery and rehabilitation. In Jakar Imam Shah we visited
KehalBasti, a village which comprised of as many as 50 households. From
thisvillage 20 deserving households were given token numbers for distribution of
NFIs. Majority of the families here were living together in makeshift shelters of
one room. This shelter was used to protect them from the cold weather that sets
in the area after dusk. Each of the three or four families living in these one room
houses were using this shelter as a temporary abode and each family was in the
process of constructing houses for itself. This temporary one room shelter was
not enough for all the members of families that were using it and therefore the
NFIs were really needed by those who couldn’t share the shelter especially during
the night time.
From the aforementioned 20 families we randomly picked 4 families and
checked them against the criterion set forth by RSPN. According to this criterion
preference would be given to the landless, to women who are the heads of their
respective households, to families with children and to affectees currently in the
process of constructing their houses. All of these families fulfilled at least two to
three of the conditions set in the NFI assessment standard.
Village KishaniWala:
After verifying the selected NFI beneficiaries in KehalBasti, we proceeded
further by moving to another village KishaniWala(Revenue Village
MozaMandoosWala) with the sole purpose of confirming post distribution
activities from their respective beneficiaries. This village comprised of around 20
households and most of them had received the hygiene kit and animal feed
supplement (vanda). In the initial phase of the floods the whole village was
covered with water and all the villagers migrated to theuncarpeted road that was
located couple of kilometers away. Due to the ignorance of the villagers regarding
the severity of the flood, they weren’t able to relocate either their livestock or
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animal feed and therefore lost some of the former and all of the latter. At this
time animal feed supplement was very crucial for the survival of their remaining
livestock.Moreover, flood water stayed in this area for more than a month that
led to water borne diseases especially in the young, and the resulting damage to
the sanitation facilities led to hygiene related issues.

Assessed Beneficiary showing his NFI
token

Animal Feed Supplement (Vanda)
provided by Bahaal Intervention

A beneficiary with his livestock and USAID
Vanda sack

A typical household with their hygiene kit
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Village PitafiWala:
From Village KishniWala we moved to the next village, PitafiWala (Revenue
Village Bait BaitWala) which was about 5 miles away. This village like the previous
one was submerged in flood water for more than a month but the situation in this
village was even worse than KishiniWala. Here the water seeped in the village
after the embankment protecting this village collapsed under the weight of the
surging flood water. Consequently vast acres of cultivable land were flooded by
heaps of sand that made the land in this area redundant for agricultural usage.
Most of the houses could not see themselves through the raging floods which led
to many becoming homeless in this area. Given the scale of damage in this village,
majority of the families were in dire need of immediate shelter which was
provided to them by NRSP through Bahaal Project. Moreover the hygiene
situation in this village was almost identical to the one in KashniWala and due to
which a similar need of hygiene kits arose in this area.

Village PitafiWala completely destroyed
after more than 5ft deep sand was left
here by the flood water

Hygiene kit bag displaying the items given
to the beneficiaries of Village Pitafiwala
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AnumAnis listening to the story of a
beneficiary for the documentation of
success story

Children provided shelter by Bahaal

Jakar Imam Shah Summary:

In all of the villages that we visited the underground water system was
destroyed due to flood waters and hence the installation of new hand pumps was
a necessity in these villages.After having a discussion with members from
different households in different villages we randomly selected one or two
beneficiaries from each of these villages and took their detailed interviews for the
purpose of documentation of success stories.
The households we visited were using the hygiene kits given to them
through Bahaal quite frequently. We looked into some hygiene kit bags that were
given to them and we noticed that more than half of the items were already used.
Although the quality of items that were distributed was quite satisfactory, all the
items of hygiene kit were not distributed and buckets were left out due to some
concerns regarding duplication. However, NRSP team was notified about this and
they informed us that the buckets will be distributed at their earliest. When asked
about the usefulness it was communicated to us by the beneficiaries that the
hygiene kit has served them really well especially in the situation of having no
sanitation facilities, not even the most basic toilets. But for majority of the
beneficiaries, items like disinfectant Dettol, sanitary napkins, toothbrush,
toothpaste etcetera were a novelty and their lack of knowledge in this regard
acted as a hindrance in proper usage of hygiene kit. Keeping this in viewthe NRSP
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team was asked to sensitize the communities as soon as possible by delivering the
hygiene sessions timely.
Similarly, the shelter given to them was still for some households the only
shelter available to them and served as their only protection against the night
time cold.The quality and quantity of the shelter kits was adequate and all the kits
were branded properly with theBahaal Logo. The beneficiaries seemed quite
satisfied with shelter kits. However, we also observed that some beneficiaries
already had tents beforehand and the tarpaulin sheets given to them were being
used as a secondary shelter to protect them from cold and/or possible fire.

DG Khan 4th February 2011:
On the 4th of February Mr. Adnan Hussain accompanied us to the NRSP
warehouse in DG Khan. The warehouse till that day had received almost all the
assigned number of quilts and mattresses. We picked three or four units of each
item randomly to check whether they were according to the specifications set by
RSPN. We noticed that out of the ones we picked there were one or two that did
not meet the required quality standards and we accordingly informed our project
manager Akhlaq Hussain of this occurrence. We were also shown the jerry cans
and water purification tablets (that were to be distributed to the assessed
beneficiaries after the installation of the hand pumps) and buckets (that were
part of the hygiene kit and they will be distributed in the coming week). The
quality of these items was up to the mark.
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Quilts and blankets at the NRSP DG
Khan warehouse

Buckets and jerry cans at the NRSP DG
Khan warehouse

Rajanpur 3rd February 2011:
1. Name of Monitor / Observer:

Ali Anis, AnumAnis

2. Designation Monitor / Observer:

Project Monitoring Officers

5. Visit Date:

3 February 2011

6. Name of RSP

NRSP

7. Name of District:

Rajanpur

8. Name of Tehsil:

Rajanpur

rd

After visiting DG Khan, we left for Rajanpur the following day with the
purpose of verifying the progress on Bahaal Project. In Rajanpur our first stop was
the NRSP District Office where we met HaseenaBalouch, DPO Rajanpur
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andGhulamMurtaza, MER SpecialistBahaal. Like in DG Khan we held a meeting
with these individuals and the same issues that were discussed with the DG Khan
team constituted a major part of our discourse. This meeting was different from
the one we had the day before in the sense that we were also made aware of the
higher level of poverty in this region due to villagers’ lack of land ownership. The
devastation caused by the catastrophic floods was also greater in this area
because embankments were intentionally broken by the authorities to protect
the cities in the south of the Rajanpur.
Meeting with NRSP Rajanpur Staff:
A brief account of the meeting held is as follows:
• Hygiene Kits, Animal Feed Supplement& Emergency Shelter:
o All of these items were distributed to the assessed beneficiaries
before the end of January 2011. This was later verified during the
field visit.
• Transitional Shelter:
o Government involvement as well as coordination with nongovernment organizationsto a certain extent is likely to take place.
This will increase cooperation between the two actors that are the
government and NGOs andwill help achieve quite similar objectives
much more effectively on a larger scale.
o These transitional shelters will be erected in three UCs
namelyRakhFazilPur, Norpur and Dajal.
o The houses will be constructed in a cluster formation with at
leastfiveto six houses located in close vicinity. The purpose of such a
formation is to make people aware that a particular group of houses
have been constructed under Bahaal Project.
o Two engineers from NRSP’s core staff will serve as field engineers for
the Bahaal Project. These two engineers will work exclusively on
Bahaal while two or three others from the NRSP core staff will assist
them.
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•

•

•

•

o Some of the transitional shelters will be constructed near the latrines
provided through DFID fundedKomak and therefore will complement
the items provided through Komak.
o These shelters will be located on one particular side of the
embankment to avoid the Kacha Area which is generally not very
safe.
Hand Pumps
o Assessment of hand pumps is complete.
o Installation will begin as soon as the new hand pump design being
tested by the DG Khan team is approved. Local contractor who is very
experienced in hand pump installation has been hired for this
purpose.
o The installation of 117 hand pumps is expected to be completed
within a week after the approval of hand pump design.
Non-Food Items
o NRSP Rajanpur has been in the process of receiving NFIs during the
past week.
o 1429 quilts and 529 mattresses have been received in the
warehouse. The remainder will be received in the coming week.
Pillows have still not been received by the warehouse because of
some delays in paperwork at the NRSP head office.
MIS
o The MIS on the whole was working satisfactorily. The data was being
entered with ease without any major issues.
o However, there were some issues with the reporting aspect of the
MIS.
CRPs Health and Hygiene Training
o All CRPs have been identified and all of them were expected to
receive training by 5th February 2011.

Union Council Norpor:
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Three Union Councils of Rajanpur are being covered under the umbrella of
Bahaal Project, namely Norpur, RakhFazilpur and Dajal. Right after the meeting
we headed off to the union council ofNorpur. Here people to a certain extent had
resumed their pre-flood lives and we could see vast acres of cultivated land. In
this area as people do not own private land, they relied either on their share of
produce given to them by the landlord and/or on livestock. The residents of
Norpor were in a more desperate situation compared to their Jakar Imam Shah
compatriots becausefirstly they did not have their own landand secondly they lost
almost all of their livestock due to their own negligence as well as the neglect of
the authorities. Hence after the floods, they had no land to sell with which they
could resume their lives and the only choice they were left with was to sell their
own livestock.
The same method that we applied in DG Khan was used in Rajanpur to
verify the individuals that have benefited from items provided by Bahaal. We
were taken to the Village Darkhan (Revenue Village Bursabad), which consisted of
140 to 150 households and covered an area of around 4 square kilometers, by the
NRSP Rajanpur field staff. Using the same procedure as before, we gathered
members from at least 10 households and asked them to give us an overview of
the relief activity conducted in this area under the Bahaal Project. There were
households that had either received one, two or all the three items (Hygiene Kit,
Emergency Shelter and Vanda) depending on their needs. There were some who
were complaining that they had not received any items from the Bahaal team
even though they were in dire need of these items. However, upon seeing their
NADRA ID cards it transpired that this complaining lot did not belong to the
Rajanpur district and thus served as a proof that the assessment of the
beneficiaries was done meticulously.
We also visited different households and inquired the beneficiaries as to
how they were using the different items given to them through Bahaal. We were
told that as livestock was the only asset the residents of the Darkhan Village
possessed, they were grateful to the Bahaal project for providing them with
vanda just at the right time. Had vanda not been provided or made available a
little later than it actually was, their remaining livestock would have seen the
same fate as the ones who were lost in the floods. We also checked quality of the
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vanda handed out to these households. They seemed satisfied with it and told us
that it kept their livestock not only healthy but also improved the quality of its
milk. Furthermore, we were informed that this vanda will not last for more than
45 days. The recipients also told us that quality of the emergency shelter that was
provided by Bahaal in UC Norpur wasvery satisfactory and in accordance with the
kit specification provided by RSPN. All of the households that are benefiting from
emergency shelter were provided with tarpaulin sheets, bamboos and a rope.
Majority of these people were content with quality and quantity of the shelter
kits but there were few who seemed skeptical about its usefulness. Nevertheless,
all beneficiaries tried to use it in a manner that suited them best.
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A woman stands outside her emergency
shelter in the village of Norpor.

Ali Anis listens to a story of a resident from
the village of Norpor as she thanks Bahaal for
support.

Progress Chart:
S.#
1
2
3

4

5
S.#
6
S.#
7

Unit of
Measure

Units

Procured/
Received

Distributed

Beneficiary
Population

Percentage
Completed

Bag

2

2,438

2,438

2,438

8,019

100%

Number

1

1,219

1,219

1,219

8,019

100%

Mattresses
Pillows

Number

3

3,657

3,545

0

0

0%

Number

3

3,657

0

0

0

0%

Quilts

Number

3

3,657

2,600

0

0

0%

Jerry Can

Number

1

1,219

1,219

0

0

0%

WPT

Number

200

1,219

1,219

0

0

0%

Number

1

1,219

1,219

1,219

8,019

100%

Activity
Animal Feed
Supplement
Emergency Shelter
Kits
NFIs

Target
Units

Water Kits

Hygiene Kits
Activity
Hygiene Training
Activity
Hand Pumps
(Units)

Target
Number
of HHs
trained

1,219
Target

Number

117

HHs
trained

Population
Trained
0

Approved
117

0

0%

0

0

Initiated
0
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This table shows the progress of NRSP Rajanpur with regards to Bahaal Project. As
shown above, the distribution of animal feed supplement, hygiene kits and
emergency shelter kits is 100% complete. The have received most of the quilts
and mattresses and the DPO assured that the whole NFI kit will be distributed in a
week. After the approval of hand pump design by DG Khan team, the contractor
will start installing the hands pumps and it will be completed within 10 days of its
initiation. Water kit has already been procured and will be distributed to the
households soon after the installation of handpumps. CRPs will train all
beneficiaries by the end of February 2011.
Beneficiary Analysis:

We interviewed around 16 beneficiaries in both DG Khan and Rajanpur regarding
the usefulness, quality and quantity of distributed items i.e. hygiene kits,
emergency shelter kits and animal feed supplement.We have grouped the data
from DG Khan and Rajanpur together as to ensure that our findings are
statistically sound. The computation of the tables below was conducted on the
basis of cumulative data collected from these two districts. For filled-in charts,
please refer to Annexure 1.

Hygiene Kits:
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Usefulness of Hygiene Kit
(n=5)
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Essential

Useful

No Use

Usefulness:
The table above shows a very decent illustration of the usefulness of the
hygiene kit to its beneficiaries. There was not a single item which had no use to
any of the 5 beneficiaries on whose data this table is based. It was established
that antibacterial soaps handiest of all items. This was obvious due to the lack of
sanitation facilities and availability of clean water. Towels also came in quite
handy for the beneficiaries whereas tooth pastes and tooth brushes although
useful were not something the people in the area were accustomed to and hence
they were not treated as essential items by most. Tissue papers and sanitary cloth
were by far the least essential of all items.
Quantity and Quality:
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Quality of Hygiene Kit
(n=5)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Good

Fair

Poor

Quantity of Hygiene Kit
(n=5)
100%
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

Adequate

Inadequate

Moreover, the above two quality and quantity bar charts show, most
people seemed more than satisfied with the quality and quantity of the items.
Focusing on the quality items first it can be seen that all the beneficiary
households deemed the quality of antibacterial soaps as good. The quality of the
other items was also up-to-the-mark for most of the resident recipients. Tissue
paper was the only item that did not come up to the quality standards of some
households.
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Moving on to the quantity of the items provided to beneficiaries it is
evident that quantity of most items was adequate. However, in the case of tissue
papers and towels there were some complaints highlighting their inadequacy in
terms of the quantity of these items provided in the hygiene kits. The sample size
used to make this table is not very large; hence the conclusions drawn from it
may not exactly reflect the view of the entire population in the area.
Shelter Kit:Usefulness, Quality and Quantity:

Usefulness of Shelter Kit
(n=9)
Essential

11%

Useful

No Use

33%

56%

This pie chart gives an indication on how the shelter kits given to residents
of Jakar Imam Shah were viewed by the recipient residents. Their usefulness for
the beneficiaries was relatively low in relation to other items given through
Bahaal. This was because by the time they were handed out these emergency
shelter kits most of them had already gone through the phase of setting up their
emergency shelter. This was done through the help of the shelters provided to
them by other donors before Bahaal. Therefore, for some households the
emergency shelter kit provided through Bahaal proved to be surplus and was
mostly used to complement the shelter they had already erected. Furthermore,
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the shelter kits quality and quantity was satisfactory for most of the residents as
shown in the tables below.

Quality of Shelter Kit
(n=9)
Good

Fair

Poor

0%
22%

78%

Quantity of Shelter Kit
(n=9)
Adequate

Inadequate

22%

78%
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Animal Feed Supplement:Usefulness, Quality and Quantity:

Usefulness of Animal Feed
Supplement
(n=9)
Essential

Useful

No Use

0%
33%
67%

The table above is indicative of the fact that the usefulness of vandawas on
the higher side. This was because families in this region rely heavily on livestock
for milk and their livestock accounts for either one of and/or their only asset.
Thus, the importance of livestock in their life is immense. The floods not only
resulted in loss of livestock but also its food. Therefore, it was imperative for
them to be provided with vanda in time which they can use to feed the remainder
of the livestock. The tables below, further show how precious this vanda was for
these beneficiaries as the quantity in which it was handed out was inadequate for
almost all of them. They were given two bags which could at most last for two
months after which they would need to look for other sources to feed their
livestock. As far as the quality of vanda was concerned, all recipients were really
happy with it.
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Quality of Animal Feed Supplement
(n=9)
Good

Fair

Poor

0%

100%

Quantity of Animal Feed Supplement
(n=9)
Adequate

Inadequate

11%

89%

Recommendations:
When asked what can be done to further help the flood affectees, field staff
suggested that the focus of relief activities should be shifted to the restoration of
livelihoods. In this regard new and innovative sources of income should be
introduced to the affectees. HaseenBaloch of NRSP (Rajanpur) put forth the idea
that farmers should be encouraged to cultivate crops like sugar cane, green chilies
and other vegetables in addition to cash crops. Efforts should also be made to
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improve the infrastructure, particularly the tube wells and roads. During the
floods, the underground water system was severely damaged and the tube wells
were partially or completely destroyed. Majority of the agrarian land in Pakistan is
dependent of the water of these tube wells, and hence their restoration is an
important part of rehabilitation of these flood attectees. We were also told that
inadequate attention was paid to the health sector during the recovery of flood
affectees. Medical camps were set up by some humanitarian organizations in the
early recovery phase but for only couple of months although many water borne
diseases (especially in the children) and other livestock related diseases were
reported in these areaseven months after the floods. Hence in the rehabilitation
phase, activitiesshould focus more on medical treatment and livestock care.
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